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1. Introduction

The Bulgarian alternation in which a past participle precedes a finite auxiliary in (1a) but follows the

auxiliary in (1b) occurs in Serbo-Croat, Czech and some non-Slavic languages. It has received a variety

of accounts, both syntactic (Rivero 1991, 1993, 1994; Roberts 1992, 1994; �avar & Wilder 1994;

Wilder & �avar 1994; BoLkovi� 1995) and prosodic (Halpern 1995; Embick & Izvorski 1995, King

1996).

(1)a. Otgovoril  e na vaprosa im
answered-ppl. be-3sg. to question their

    b. Toj e otgovoril na vaprosa im
he be-3sg. answered-ppl. to question their
 'He answered their question'

In this paper, I argue against syntactic analyses which treat this construction as an instance of

‘long head movement’, in which the participle is said to technically “move” across the auxiliary verb

(Rivero 1991, 1993, 1994; Roberts 1992, 1994). Such analyses have problems in accounting for other

similar Bulgarian data, in which the specifier of an AP or an A0 precede the auxiliary, and thus call into

question whether the empirical coverage warrants the theoretical innovation required. Furthermore,

contra �avar & Wilder (1994) and Wilder & �avar (1994)’s analysis of the similar construction in

Serbo-Croat, I demonstrate that the participle and auxiliary cannot both be in C0 in Bulgarian, in the

light of the interpretation of IP/VP adverbials.

Rather, I argue that the word orders in (1) stem from Phonological Lexicalization of the

auxiliary, similar to the system of 'deep' and late lexical insertion of Emonds (1985, 1994, 1995a,b)2.

The present and past tense forms of the Bulgarian auxiliary verb sum 'be' are subject to different

insertion contexts. The finite [-PAST] sum 'am' is a member of a closed class of lexical items inserted

at PF, as in Emonds (1985), and therefore unable to license the trace of a topicalized VP in the syntax

(noted in Rivero 1991), a fact that neither purely syntactic nor purely phonological accounts have so far

explained. In contrast, the [+PAST] form bjah 'was' is optionally inserted into the syntax or at PF and

hence may appear in sentence-initial position, unlike its [-PAST] counterpart. I further elaborate on the
                                                       
1 I am grateful to J.Emonds, M.-L. Rivero and C. Wilder for discussions of this topic. Thanks to
Svetlana Jones, Olga Arnaudova and Ivan Derzhanski for help with Bulgarian data and Roger Maylor
for Russian. All errors are mine.
2 The published variants of Emonds’ system do not yet account for the Slavic construction.



nature of PF insertion, and demonstrate how a Phonological Insertion Context (PIC) bars the auxiliary

from being inserted into the first position in a phonological string. If the auxiliary is prevented from

appearing in I0 on account of a PIC, it is inserted later according to purely phonological information,

following the first phonological word.

The variation shown in the syntactic distribution of the present and past forms, including the

optional word orders associated with the past and past participle forms follow from this account. In this

way, we avoid extensive stipulation within the syntactic component itself, and hence are able to clear

much word order 'noise' in the languages that exhibit (1a) out of the syntax altogether - a worthwhile

exercise if we assume the computational system to be 'perfect' (Chomsky, 1995). A phonological

insertion analysis allows us to capture the phonological factors dealt with succesfully in Halpern (1995)

as well as the syntactic idiosyncrasies of the auxiliary discussed in Rivero (1991, 1994).

In section 2, I briefly review the system of Deep and Phonological Lexicalization of Emonds

(1985, 1994, 1995a,b) before introducing data concerning the auxiliary sum 'be' in section 3. In section

4, I discuss three competing syntactic accounts of 'long head movement' before turning to an alternative

account employing Deep and Phonological Lexicalization in section 5.

2. Phonological Lexicalization

Emonds (1985, 1994, 1995a,b) argues that lexical insertion does not occur uniformly at a

given syntactic level. Rather, only open class lexical N, A, V and P specified in the lexicon for both

syntactic and 'purely semantic features' (Chomsky, 1965; chapter 2) are inserted at D-structure. Thus,

the verbs frighten and inquire appear in the lexicon with the following features (among others) in their

lexical entries:

(2)a.   frighten, V, +[ANIMATE],  f ,3

     b.  inquire, V, +[WH],  f ,

where f indicates the purely semantic features that are found in a dictionary. On account of these

features which are interpretable at LF, the lexical item must be inserted into the computational system

leading to LF:

(3) Deep Lexicalization:

Items associated with non-syntactic, purely semantic features  f  satisfy lexical insertion

conditions at the lexical interface.

                                                       
3 The bracketed notation +[ANIMATE ] and +[WH] in Emonds (1995) indicates the V is sister to a phrase
whose head is +ANIMATE  or +WH respectively. The left-to-right order of heads and complements is
argued to be determined independent of lexical entries.



(Emonds 1994)

The morphological instantiations of what are currently often termed 'functional categories' are

classified with what Emonds (1985: chap.4) terms 'grammatical' subclasses of N, A, V, and P, to form

the set of closed class items in a language. Closed class items often exhibit suppletive forms and are

not specified for any purely semantic features in the lexicon. Grammatical X are specified only  for

syntactic features that play no role at LF (e.g. contextual features and feature values indicating an

absence of semantic content [-location], [-reference], [-definite], etc.).

Thus the lexical entry of the English 'functional' P of or complementizer that contain no

semantic features f:

(4)a.  of, P, -LOCATION, +[D]

    b.  that, P, -WH, +[FINITE]

The absence of any semantic feature f in (4) means that the lexical items cannot be read at LF. Items

are consequently superfluous at LF and need not be inserted into the computational system leading to

LF:

(5) Phonological Lexicalization:

Items specified solely in terms of contextual and other non-interpretable features are inserted 

subsequent to any operation contributing to Logical Form.

(Emonds 1994)

Informally, they may be seen as 'place-holders' only, realizing syntactic features at PF. In one of the

earliest generative accounts of Bulgarian grammar, R. Ewen characterizes the grammatical preposition

na ‘in/on/at/possessive marker’ in precisely these terms; it is a closed class item that is absent from the

syntax and inserted ‘late’ (Ewen 1979:31 ff.)

Given that lexical insertion is a transformation, Emonds argues that it is more economic for

lexical items not to be inserted into the computational system:

(6) Economy of Derivation

The most economic realization of a given deep structure minimizes insertions of

free morphemes ("Use as few words as possible").

(Emonds 1994)

This combines with (3) and (5) to require that only lexical items that are interpretable at LF can be

inserted into the computational system.



Further developments of Emonds' theory of lexical insertion has determined an additional

subclass of grammatical X that contain some syntactic features interpretable at LF. Italian 'restructuring

verbs' discussed in Rizzi (1978) have two possible derivations. One derivation displays a full VP

complement to the verb, the second has a 'flat' structure that enables, among other things, clitic

climbing to the higher verb. Emonds (1995b) demonstrates this follows from the feature specification

in the lexical entry that allows the 'restructuring' verb to be optionally inserted either at PF or into the

syntax:

(7)  Grammatical N, V, A, and P, whose features are interpretable at LF (unlike those of auxiliary 

verbs) may be inserted wherever lexical insertion is permitted.

(Emonds 1995b)

However, given that the syntactic features of such restructuring verbs are required at LF, let us assume

that such verbs are inserted either at D-structure or at S-structure, creating respectively either an

articulated structure or a flat structure4. Phrasal complements are thus to be uniquely associated with

insertion at the outset of the computation; phrasal structure is not available at later levels.

In this way, the optionality associated with the syntax of complementation of this class of

Italian verbs results from optionality of insertion context rather than any variation in the syntax. This is

of some significance, given current notions of checking theory (Chomsky 1993, 1994, 1995) in which

syntactic optionality is problematic.

In summary, given this revision of Emonds’ theory, lexical insertion may take place at three

stages; at D-structure prior to computation, at S-structure, and at PF. If inserted at D- or S-structure, the

lexical item plays a role at LF and contributes to the LF representation of the string. Lexical items that

are specified for features required at LF must be inserted into the syntax. On account of economy

principles, items such as copulas and auxiliaries which are not so required at LF must not be inserted

into the syntax in this way. Such grammatical X are inserted at PF. This gives us the following table:

(8)

(a) subcat. frame (b) required at

LF?

(c) insertion context

Open class items: syntactic features F,

semantic features f

yes D-structure

Closed class items

(“place holders”):

i. syntactic features F1

no features f

no PF

'grammatical N, A, V,  P'

and all pronouns

ii. syntactic features F 2

no features f

yes D-structure/S-structure

                                                       
4 This idea was arrived at in discussion with Joseph Emonds.



The perennial question arises as to precisely which features constitute semantic f, and

syntactic F1 and F2. With respect to semantic vs. syntactic features, Chomsky (1965) asserts that the

distinction follows from whether or not the feature in question is involved in a strictly syntactic rule,

determined on the basis of syntactic argument, not through, say, semantic intuition (pp. 153-4).

Similarly, which features constitute F1 and F2 remains an empirical syntactic question.   In

this paper, I propose that the feature [-PAST] is F1,  whilst  [+PAST] is F2. As a result, the [+PAST]

finite auxiliary and the past participle may optionally be inserted either into the syntax or at PF under

(7) above. Intuitively, this suggests that 'present' tense is a default setting, hard-wired into the cognitive

system, whilst the 'past' tense is not. Given that most verbs contain semantic features that are also

required at LF, this distinction does not ordinarily have empirical consequences. However, the [+/-

PAST] forms of a semantically vacuous verb may display different syntactic behaviour on account of

the insertion contexts of (8).

Prima facie evidence for this distinction, whereby [-PAST] is unmarked and [+PAST] marked,

is displayed in the morphology of verbal inflection in both Bulgarian and English. In Bulgarian, an

overt morpheme exists only for [+PAST] inflection, none for [-PAST] (Krapova 1995).  Also, in the

‘renarrated tense’, the finite present tense of sum ‘am’ is not overt:

(9) Ivana ∅ procela knigata
Ivana read-ppl.-f-sg. book-the

‘(They say) Ivana read the book’

(Krapova 1995)

Clearly, for reasons of Nominative case assignment alone, we assume (9) to contain a finite I0. The

default setting [-PAST] however does not require lexical instantiation. Similarly, in Russian, the finite

[-PAST] of be is never overt, unlike the [+PAST] and future counterpart:

(10)a. Ivan ∅ molod /  molodoi celovek       (Russian)
I. be-3sg. young /  a young man
‘Ivan is young/a young man’

      b. Ivan byl / budet molod /  molodoi celovek
I. be-3sg. [+PAST]/FUTURE young /  a young man
‘Ivan was/will be young/a young man’

In English, an asymmetry between [+/-PAST] of be and auxiliary has is displayed in phonological

cliticisation: the [+PAST] form of both verbs has no clitic variants, unlike the [-PAST] (I’m, he’s,

you’ve vs. *I’s ~ I was, *we’re ~ we were; *Sue’d left already vs. Sue’s left already). Again, this

intuitively suggests an unmarked/marked distinction between the finite present and past forms of the

copula and the English auxiliary have. To date, this fact has been treated in the literature as merely

accidental.



The prediction is that the semantically vacuous auxiliary verb sum 'be' in contemporary

Bulgarian should be absent from the syntax. If present at all, it is in the phonology. Assuming a

conjunctive ECP (Rizzi 1990), whereby an empty category must be both antecedent governed for

interpretation and formally licensed through head government, the absence of the auxiliary verb in the

syntax means it is unavailable to formally license a movement trace of a participle. In addition, a purely

phonological restriction on word order with respect to the [-PAST] form of the auxiliary but not shared

by the [+PAST] and past participle forms can be seen as supporting evidence for their differing

insertion contexts.

3. The Bulgarian grammatical verb sum 'be'

First, we note that the [-PAST] form of the Bulgarian auxiliary sum has suppletive

morphology, a common (though not required) characteristic of closed class, late-inserted grammatical

X in (Emonds 1985: ch. 4),. In contrast, the finite past and past participle forms share the stem b- and

carry the usual inflections for a Bulgarian verb in its past finite or past participle form:

(11) Inflectional morphology of the auxiliary sum ‘be’ and the lexical verb iskam ‘want’:

   present: 1sg. sum iskam 1pl. sme iskame
2sg. si iskaš 2pl. ste iskate
3sg. e iska 3pl. si iskat

   past: 1sg. bjah iskah 1pl. bjahme iskahme
2sg. bih iskaše 2pl. bjahte iskahte
3sg. beše iskaše 3pl. bjaha iskaha

past participle: masc.sg.bil iskal pl. bili iskali
fem.sg. bila iskala
neut.sg. bilo iskalo

In (12) the present tense auxiliary appears in simple stative sentences with an AP:

(12)a. Az sum mnogo dovolen
I be-1sg. very glad
‘I am very glad’

     b. *sum mnogo dovolen

     c. Mislja <e e mnogo dovolen
think-1sg. that is very happy
‘I think that he is very glad’



In (12a), the sentence has a focussed subject. When the subject is dropped in (12b), the clitic auxiliary

is unable to appear in sentence-initial position, unless this is in an embedded context in (12c), as

observed in Rivero (1991, 1993, 1994).

Inversion of the adjective and auxiliary is possible:

(13) Dovolen sum
glad be-1sg.

Interestingly, the specifier of an AP and the auxiliary can also be inverted:

(14) Mnogo sum dovolen
very be-1sg. glad

However, native speaker judgements do not find the inversion of the entire AP and the auxiliary as

acceptable, in root or embedded contexts:

(15)a. ?[Mnogo dovolen] sum

      b. ?Mislja <e mnogo e dovolen
  think-1sg. that very is happy

Compare this with identical constructions involving the past tense form of the auxiliary:

(16)a. Az bjah mnogo dovolen
I be-1sg.[+PAST] very glad
‘I was very glad’

     b. Bjah dovolen

     c. Mislja <e bese mnogo dovolen
think-1sg. that was very happy
‘I think that he was very glad’

     d. Dovolen bjah

     e. Mnogo bjah dovolen
very be-1sg.[+PAST] glad

     f. ?[Mnogo dovolen] bjah

     g. ?Mislja <e mnogo beše dovolen
  think-1sg. that very was happy

As expected, in (16a) the word order is identical to (12a). However, the [+PAST] auxiliary is not

barred from appearing in sentence-initial position in (16b), in contrast to (12b). Despite this, the

adjective-auxiliary inversion in (12d) remains an alternative word order, as does the inversion of the



specifier of AP and the auxiliary in (16e). Again, judgements show that inversion of the entire AP and

the auxiliary is not acceptable in root or embedded contexts.

Thus, both the finite [+PAST] and [-PAST] of the auxiliary appear in the unexpected word

orders adjective-auxiliary and specAP-auxiliary. Such inversion has often been related to the bar on

sentence-initial position for clitic elements, but the fact that the past tense form may appear in sentence-

initial position clearly undermines such an analysis.

More familiar in the literature is the Bulgarian data involving periphrastic tenses. The basic

word order auxiliary--past participle is shown in (17):

(17) Toj  e/beše otgovoril na vaprosa  im
he  be-3sg.

[-

/+PAST]

answered to question their

The finite [-PAST] auxiliary is unable to license a VP trace (18a) in the way that the Croatian stressed

auxiliary jesam 'am' can in (18b).

(18)a. *[pro <el knigata]i e ti (Bulg.)
 read-pp. book-the be-3sg.[-PAST]

      b. [<itao knjigu]i jesam ti (Croatian)
 read-pp. book-ACC be-1sg.[-PAST]

‘I read the book’

Rivero (1991, 1993, 1994) notes that the finite [-PAST] auxiliary must appear after the past

participle if no other lexical item appears before the auxiliary in the construction:

(19)  [past participle--auxiliary] word order  ('long head movement')

 a. *E otgovoril na vaprosa im
be-3sg. answered-ppl. to question their

 b. Otgovoril  e na vaprosa im
answered-ppl. be-3sg. to question their

 'He answered their question'

In (19a), the sentence is pro-drop and the auxiliary is barred from first position, as expected. In (19b),

the order of the auxiliary and past participle obligatorily switches. This word order is incompatible with

any other lexical item preceding the auxiliary:

(20)a. *Kude pro<el e knigata?
where read-pp. be-3sg. book-the



    b. *Kakvo pro<el e?
what read-pp. be-3sg.

    c. *[Tazi kniga] pro<el e
   this  book read-pp. be-3sg.

    d. *Toj pro<el e knigata
   he read-pp. be-3sg. book-the

    e. *Ne pro<el e knigata
   neg. read-pp. be-3sg. book-the

    f. Pro<el *(toj/ne/pravilno/kude) e knigata
read-pp. he/neg./correctly/where be-3sg. book-the

    g. *Mislja <e pro<el e knigata
  think-1sg. that read-pp. be-1sg. book-the

                  'I think that he has read the book'

The [participle--aux] word order cannot co-occur with a fronted WH-element in (20a,b), a

topicalized/focussed DP in (20c,d), or the negative particle (20e), and no lexical item may appear

between the participle and auxiliary in (20f). Finally, the [participle--aux] word order is not possible in

an embedded context, shown in (20g).

Compare (20) with similar data using the [+PAST] form of  the auxiliary:

(21)a. Bjah pro<el knigata
be-1sg.+PAST read-pp. book-the

      b. Pro<el bjah knigata
read-pp. be-1sg.+PAST book-the

      c. ?Pro<el knigata bjah
read-pp. book-the be-1sg.+PAST

'I had read the book'

In (21a), the auxiliary is able to appear in first position in the sentence, as expected, and in contrast to

the present tense form in (19a). In (21b), it is also able to appear following the past participle, similar to

(19b). This again suggests that the [past participle -- aux] word order in (19b) does not result solely

from the inability of the [-PAST] form to appear in S-initial position, contra Rivero (1991), Roberts

(1992, 1994), and Cavar & Wilder (1994). Finally, VP topicalization with the past auxiliary in (21c) is

ungrammatical, just as in (18a) with the present form.

We can now formulate the following descriptive generalizations:

• A VP or AP cannot move across the [-PAST] and [+PAST] forms of the Bulgarian auxiliary be;

 



• Both past and present forms can appear in the word orders [participle--aux.], [adjective--aux.] and

[specAP--aux.--adjective] when no other lexical item precedes the auxiliary: this is obligatory for

the [-PAST] form, optional for the [+PAST] form.

 Consider now the more complex periphrastic tense in (22), where the auxiliary takes the past

participle of sum 'be' as its complement, which in turn takes the past participle form of a lexical verb:

(22)a. Petur e bil pro<el knigata
P. be-3sg. be-pp. read-pp. book-the

      b. Pro<el e bil knigata
read-pp. be-3sg. be-pp. book-the

      c. Bil e pro<el knigata
be-pp. be-3sg. read-pp. book-the
'(According to someone) he had read the book'

       d. *Pro<el bil e knigata

As discussed by M.-L. Rivero in the references cited, the auxiliary is optionally able to appear

following either the lexical past participle in (22b), or the auxiliary past participle in (22c).

Furthermore, the two forms of the auxiliary in (22b) must appear in an [aux -- participle] word order

following the lexical participle, as shown in (22d). Notice again that the past participle form of the

auxiliary is able to appear in S-initial position in (22b).

Finally, note that the modal particle šte 'will' precedes the [-PAST] auxiliary in (23) and does

not allow the past participle to precede it in (23b):

(23)a. Šte sum pro<el knigata
wil
l

be-1sg. read-pp. book-the

      b. *pro<el šte sum knigata

'I will have read the book'

To summarize, we have observed a number of interesting differences among the finite [-

PAST] form on the one hand, and the [+PAST] and past participle forms of the auxiliary sum 'be' on

the other. The finite [-PAST] form has suppletive morphology, cannot appear in sentence-initial

position, and is unable to license a VP or AP trace. In contrast, the [+PAST] form has regular

morphology, can appear in S-initial position, and is unable to fully license the trace of a VP or AP. The

past participle form has regular morphology and can similarly appear in S-initial position.

We have seen that both present and past forms of the finite auxiliary can apparently appear

within a VP or AP constituent, following one lexical item; a main verb past participle, an adjective, or



the specifier of an AP. For the [-PAST] form, such word order is obligatory when nothing else

syntactically precedes the auxiliary.

In the next section, I consider a number of syntactic accounts of the so-called 'long head

movement' phenomenon where the participle-auxiliary word order is exhibited.

4. Weaknesses in Alternative Analyses

Much discussion in the literature (Rivero 1991, 1993, 1994; Roberts 1990, 1992; �avar &

Wilder 1994; Wilder & �avar 1994) has centred on the fact that the word order  [past participle -- aux]

in (19a), (21b), and (22b,c) appears to violate the 'Head Movement Constraint' of Travis (1984),

subsequently subsumed under the Empty Category Principle in Chomsky (1986), whereby an empty

category must be properly licensed:

(24) Head Movement Constraint:

   *[...X0
i...[...Y

0...[...ti...]]]

 X0 is unable to antecedent govern its trace on account of the intervening potential governor Y0, which

creates a 'minimality' effect. A strictly syntactic account of (19b), repeated here as (25), has to explain

what appears to be a grammatical instance of (24): the past participle otgovoril 'answered' has moved

across e 'is' in I0 (=  Y0 ) in apparent 'long head movement', yet is still able to license its trace.

(25)
                   ZP

                                YP
         Z0

                                           XP
                    Y0

                                                    PP
                              X0

   Otgovorili  e         ti         na vaprosa im
   answered   be-3sg.           to  question their

Clearly, any syntactic analysis of (25) requires some degree of innovation to the computational system.

In the following sections, I discuss the 'relativized' head movement of Roberts (1992, 1994) and Rivero



(1991), and an early minimalist account from �avar & Wilder (1994), before considering that of

BoLkovic (1995).

4.1 'Relativized' head movement

In Rizzi (1990), minimality is 'relativized' so that the blocking category for XP-movement is

sensitive to the A/A' distinction of the XP landing site: a YP constitutes a 'potential intervening

governor' if it is of the same A/A' status as the landing site of the moved XP. Roberts (1992,1994)

extends Relativized Minimality to X0-movement, proposing that the X0-chain is similarly sensitive to

the A/A' distinction of the landing site and any intervening Y0. In this way, X0-movement to an A'

position is blocked by an intervening Y0 in an A' position in (26a), but is not blocked by a Y0 in an A

position in (26b):

(26) a. *[(A'-head)...X
0

i...[(A'-head)...Y
0...[...ti...]]]

b.   [(A'-head)...X
0

i...[(A-head)...Y
0...[...ti...]]]

Thus, if C0 is an A'-head, a V0 may move into it across an intervening I0 if that I0 is an A position.

Hence the tree in (25) is labelled as (27):

(27)
                    CP

                                 IP
         C0

                                          VP
                    I0

                                                   PP
                              V0

   Otgovorili  e         ti         na vaprosa im
   answered   be-3sg.           to  question their

The auxiliary verb e is regarded as an A-head position, and hence does not block head movement to C0.

This is later reformulated in terms of L- and non-L-related heads (from Chomsky & Lasnik 1991) in

Roberts (1994): a position is 'L-related' if it is the specifier or complement of a feature of a lexical head

L. Roberts (1992,1994) suggests the motivation for such movement is a combination of the clitic status

of the auxiliary verb e 'is' in (27) and a general restriction on S-initial clitics (“the Tobler-Mussafia

law”).



Rivero (1993) and Borsley, Rivero & Stephens (1996) adopt Roberts' hypothesis of

'relativized' X0-movement, but propose that the trigger for such 'long' participle movement to C0 is for

the purposes of 'Tense licensing'. They suggest that Tense is licensed cross-linguistically either by

(i) a verb adjoining to Tense, or

(ii) if a lexical item appears in a position that c-commands Tense  (ie. a filled 

complementizer, a WH-element, topicalized XP, NegP, etc).

A language like Bulgarian is said to display both (i) and (ii): a lexical verb is able to license Tense by

adjoining to T0, as in (28a) below. The auxiliary sum 'be', however, is stipulated to be unable to license

Tense. In accordance with (ii) above, some other lexical item c-commanding Tense is required. In

(28b), the WH-word kakvo 'what' has moved to check its WH-features, and is consequently available to

license Tense. If no other lexical item is available, then the past participle fronts as a 'last resort' in (24)

to save the derivation. Such movement is barred from occuring in (28c) on grounds of 'economy': the

movement is not required because Tense has been licensed by the WH-element preceding it, hence the

construction is ungrammatical.

(28)a. Otgovorih na vaprosa im
answered-1sg. to question their
'I answered their question'

      b. Kakvo e otgovoril
what be-3sg. answered-pp.
'What has Ivan answered'

      c. *Kakvo otgovoril e
  what answered-pp. be-3sg.

This analysis raises a number of questions. First, it accounts for the participle--auxiliary word

order in (27), but presents no insight into why the auxiliary does not allow VP-topicalization in (18a).

Given one or other of the triggers mentioned above, it is surprising that VP cannot also front as a 'last

resort' movement to save the derivation. If one were to rule it out on grounds of 'economy' (Chomsky

1991), an additional story is required to show that 'long' V0 fronting is more economic than VP

fronting, with appropriate independent motivation. Roberts cannot argue that the intervening head is

unable to head-govern the VP trace, because its ability to head govern the trace of the participle in (27)

is central to the notion that X0-movement is the same as Rizzi's account of XP movement: that is, it is

subject to Relativised Minimality and a conjunctive ECP, whereby traces require both antecedent and

head government.

To address this, Rivero (1993, 1994) and Borsley, Rivero & Stephens (1992) propose that the

auxiliary sum 'be' is simply unable to licence the VP trace, though this does not follow from anything in



the  analysis. Clearly, it would be preferable if the ungrammaticality of VP preposing and the

participle--auxiliary word order followed from the same underlying phenomenon.

Secondly, with respect to the trigger for 'long head movement', we have seen that the optional

participle--auxiliary word order in (21a,b) with the [+PAST] form demonstrates that 'long head

movement' is not triggered by a *[clitic-first] filter or a 'Tense licensing' requirement: if the [+PAST]

form shares the clitic status or 'Tense licensing' inability of its [-PAST] counterpart, then it is

inexplicable why 'long head movement' is not obligatory in (21a). On the other hand, if the [+PAST]

form differs from the [-PAST] in just this crucial property, then an additional story is required for how

(21b) is possible and why it is optional, making this account increasingly unparsimonious.

Such a proposal that some verbs are unable to license Tense at present lacks independent

evidence, and remains a stipulation, presumably in the lexicon. The argument that other lexical items c-

commanding Tense are alternatively able to license Tense also requires further elucidation. The set of

elements that would appear to be capable of licensing Tense in this way seems a conveniently wide

array of syntactic categories: a subject DP in (12a), a complementizer in (12c), an adjective in (13), the

specifier of an AP in (14), or the modal ste 'will' in (23a). Yet, in Slovak, a similar 'long head

movement' language discussed in the same terms in Rivero (1991), Slovak by 'would' appears unable to

license Tense and hence requires participle fronting:

(29)a. Ja by  som napísal list (Slovak)
I would be-1sg. written letter

       b.  napísal  by  som  list
 'I would write a letter'

However this modal element is categorized5, the notion of 'Tense licensing' clearly begs the question of

which items can and cannot license Tense in the absence of an appropriate verb adjoined to Tense.

Thirdly, given that Roberts' hypothesis proposes a substantial modification of the typology of

movements, the evidence from this particular construction is relatively weak, as Iatridou (1994) has

argued. Roberts (1994) attempts to show that the typology between L- and non-L-related heads and X0-

movement is exemplified by both the auxiliary sum, an L-related head which allows participle fronting,

and the head of NegP ne which does not allow the participle to front:

(30)a. Ne e pro<el knigata
neg. be-3sg.   read-pp. book-the

       b. *Pro<el ne e knigata
  read-pp. neg. be-3sg. book-the

                                                       
5 Rivero (1991) suggests by 'would' is in the specifier position of a Modal Phrase and thus does not
constitute a potential intervening governor for 'long head movement' in (29b). It remains unclear
whether this therefore constitutes an A or A' specifier, and what effects this has on XP movement
across it.



'He hasn't read the book'

Data such as (30) is said to indicate that Neg0 is a non-L-related head, and thus blocks non-L-related

head movement to C0. Iatridou (1994) points out that if this is so, supporting evidence should

demonstrate that Neg0 allows X0-movement to an L-related position, but this evidence is lacking. There

is, in fact, no reason why (30b) may not be ruled out by some other aspect of the grammar. Indeed, by

Roberts' own account of the trigger for participle fronting, (30b) should be ruled out on grounds of

economy just as 'long head movement' is in (28c): there is no possible violation of the *[clitic-first]

filter in a negated sentence and hence no reason why the non-finite verb need front in this account.

Fourthly, a 'long head movement' account survives or falls according to which intervening

heads in the tree are deemed A-positions (L-related) and which are not, yet it is unclear what

constitutes an L- and a non-L-related head. In (23), repeated here as (31), šte 'will' does not allow a

participle to precede it. Rivero (1991) proposes that this modal is the head of a Modal Phrase in (31c),

and crucially an A'-position (non-L-related).

(31)a. Šte sum pro<el knigata
will be-1sg. read-pp. book-the

      b. *Pro<el šte sum knigata

'I will have read the book'

c.
                   CP

                                  ModP
         C0

                                            IP
                   M0

                                 I0                   VP

                                          V0

   *Pro<eli   šte         sum       ti          knigata
     read-pp. will       be-1sg.               book-the

This contrasts with Terzi (1992), who has argued that the head of the Modal Phrase in Balkan

languages is an A position, thus capturing syntactic differences between the Modal on the one hand,

and Neg0 and C0 on the other6.

Finally, there is little if any evidence for regarding the participle fronting in (27) as movement

to C0. In a theory where motivation for movement is highly constrained, the question is begged why the

                                                       
6 See Caink (1993) for arguments that ste 'will' is in T0.



participle should move to C0, and furthermore whether this is attested elsewhere. The more

concentration that is given to participle movement in an analysis, the less likelihood we have of

capturing the facts in (13), (14) and (16d,e) where it would appear that the specifier of an AP or an

adjective have also moved.

4.2 Feature checking in C0

�avar & Wilder (1994) (henceforth �W) account for the participle--auxiliary word order in

Croatian by arguing within an early minimalist framework (Chomsky 1993) that both the non-finite

verb and the clitic auxiliary are in C0:

(32)a. <itaoj
sami ti      tj knjigu (Croatian)

Read-ppl. be-1sg. book

'I have read the book'

       b.
                   CP

                                 IP
         C0

                                          VP
                    I0

<itaoi samj    tj                ti

Given minimalist notions of feature checking, they are compelled to propose a range of features that

require checking such that the auxiliary moves to C0 overtly to check a strong [finiteness] feature and

the non-finite verb moves to C0 covertly to check its weak auxiliary feature with the auxiliary:

(33) features checked:

C0: [finiteness]

 <itao 'read': [auxiliarybe]

     sam 'am': [finiteness(strong)]  [auxiliarybe]

Recall that in the Minimalist Program, move-α must result in satisfaction of the requirements of α, and

cannot move for the sake of another item in the tree (termed “Greed” Chomsky, 1993), and that no

movement occurs before SPELL-OUT unless it has to (termed “Procrastinate” in Chomsky 1993). The

combination of these principles should predict the ungrammaticality of (32): the participle has moved

early to check its features for the sake of the prosodic requirements of the auxiliary, that is, the

auxiliary’s inability to appear in S-initial position, represented in (34) below. Consequently, �W



propose a weakening of Chomsky's 'greed' to the effect that α can check its features early in order to

save the derivation at PF ('early altruism' �W:59 ).

Given minimalist assumptions that all languages are alike at LF, the features in (33) must be

universal. However, no independent motivation is given for either the [auxiliary] feature shared by

participles and the auxiliary, or the [finiteness] feature shared by C and the finite verb. Nor do they

have any generality across languages. The existence of weak or strong Agr features is derived from the

fact that some languages like French exhibit finite verb movement across adverbs and negation, and so

have strong features. Pursuing the hypothesis that all languages are the same at LF, then languages like

English which do not exhibit this word order (other than for auxiliaries and modals) must have the

same features, only weak. Whatever the value of this argument, an equivalent argument in favour of the

features in (33) requires a language where checking is taking place overtly - i.e. the feature is strong. If

all languages have such a weak feature, then the hypothesis is unfalsifiable: all such movement is

covert, hence invisible at SPELL-OUT except for ad hoc proposals for when it is not.

�W suggest that the non-finite verb can move to C0 early, before SPELL-OUT, in order to

satisfy a PF filter which bars sentence-intial clitics (similar to Roberts 1992, 1994). This constraint is

characterized in Zec & Inkelas (1990) as a 'prosodic subcategorization frame' for the clitic auxiliary

sam 'be' in (34):

(34) sam 'be': 1sg.[-PAST], [[     ]w__]w

where ]w indicates a word boundary.

This represents the fact that the auxiliary requires a word boundary to its left. It should be noted that

Zec & Inkelas (1990) introduce the prosodic subcategorization frame in a non-derivational theory of

grammar that involves a bi-directional relationship between the syntax and the phonology. Although

(34) avoids the mere stipulation of a special filter as in Roberts (1994) by incorporating the information

in the subcategorisation frame, their analysis crucially requires phonological information to be

available in the syntax. This is at odds with the minimalist model of the computational system, and

would require further discussion and independent justification7. I will assume here most restrictive

hypothesis following Zwicky & Pullum (1988) that the phonology-syntax interface is uni-directional.

A number of further problems occur if  �W’s analysis is applied to Bulgarian. Recall that a

past participle can front across the non-clitic finite past form of the Bulgarian auxiliary sum ‘be’ in

(21b), repeated below as (35a), and across the auxiliary past participle in (22b), repeated here as (35b).

The first example, (35a), indicates clearly that the motivation for 'long head movement' cannot be the

                                                       
7 One might propose that two structural descriptions are generated and compete with each other: one
derivation has a fronted non-finite verb, the second has the basic [auxiliary -- participle] word order.
The first wins out because that structural description does not violate the PF filter. However, given
Chomsky’s Principle of Procrastinate, the non-finite verb would never front early without having the
relevant PF information in the syntax to trigger movement.



clitic status of the auxiliary combined with a *[clitic-first] filter. Furthermore, Borsley, Rivero &

Stephens (1996) have pointed out that it is unclear how �W's analysis could be applied to Bulgarian

(35b), where the participle has fronted over both an auxiliary and an auxiliary participle.

(35)a. Pro<el bjah knigata
read-pp. be-1sg.+PAST book-the
'I had read the book'

      b. Pro<el e bil knigata
read-pp. be-3sg. be-pp. book-the
'(According to someone) he had read the book'

In (b), if both the second participle and auxiliary are in C0, one must still explain how the participle has

jumped over the first participle. Other characteristics of Bulgarian sum 'be' remain a mystery in �W’s

account; why VP topicalization is barred in (18a), and why the adjective or specifier of an AP in

Bulgarian are also able to front in (13), (14) and (16d,e). With respect to the latter, we would have to

propose an [auxiliary] feature on the adjective and the specAP in order to trigger movement in (12b,d) -

a highly undesirable scenario.

More seriously, there is evidence for saying that the non-finite verb and auxiliary cannot both

be in C0.  Jackendoff (1972: chap.3) demonstrates that adverbs with a manner reading have VP scope,

whereas adverbs with subject-oriented interpretations have IP scope. In Bulgarian, certain adverbs like

pravilno 'correctly' are ambiguous between a manner and subject-oriented reading if they have IP

scope, shown in (36).

(36)a. Mislja <e pravilno otgovori na vaprosa im
think-1sg. that correctly answered-3sg. to question their
'I think that he answered their question correctly'

       b. Mislja <e pravilno e otgovoril na vaprosa im
think-1sg. that be-3sg. answered-pp. to question their
'I think that he has answered their question correctly'

= (i) he gave a correct answer,

   (ii) he did the right thing in answering

 If  the same adverb has scope over VP, it carries only the manner interpretation:

(37)a. Mislja <e Ivan otgovorii pravilno VP[   ti na vaprosa im ]

think-1sg. that I. answered-3sg. correctly to question their
'I think that Ivan answered their question correctly'



     b. Mislja <e Ivan e otgovorili pravilno VP[ ti na vaprosa im ]8

think-1sg. that I. be-3sg. answered-pp. correctly to question their
'I think that Ivan has answered their question correctly'

=(i) he gave a correct answer,

  (ii) *he did the right thing in answering

This gives us a diagnostic for determining whether or not the non-finite verb and auxiliary are in C0. If

so, it should be possible for the adverb to follow the participle--auxiliary constituent and retain the

ambiguity of (36). (38) shows this is not possible:

(38) Otgovoril e pravilno na vaprosa im
answered-pp. be-3sg. correctly to question their

=(i) he gave a correct answer,

  (ii) *he did the right thing in answering

The adverb carries only a manner interpretation, indicating it has VP scope. This strongly suggests that

the auxiliary is not in C0.

Furthermore, BoLkovi� (1995) has shown that there is in fact no single structural position for

the clitic cluster in Serbo-Croat. In the next section we briefly consider his approach to Serbo-Croatian.

4.3 Optionally weak/strong features

BoLkovi� (1995) assumes along with �avar & Wilder (1994) that participles in Serbo-

Croatian periphrastic tenses have an [auxiliary] feature that must be checked against the auxiliary in T0,

shown below in (39a,b). In addition, he suggests that the auxiliary has optionally strong or weak Agr

features that are checked in AgrSP. If the auxiliary is taken from the lexicon with a strong Agr feature,

this must be checked before Spell-out by adjoining to AgrS0. If the feature is weak, the auxiliary

remains adjoined to T0 in the overt syntax. This optionality of a strong/weak feature value allows for

more than one structural position for the auxiliary at Spell-out, but lacks any independent justification.

(39)a. [AgrSP Jovan [AgrS’ jei [TP nesumnjivo [T’   ti    istukaoj [VP tj   Petra ]]]]]]
(S-C)

J. be-3sg. undoubtedly beaten-ppl. P.

      b. [TP[T’ Istukaoj    je [VP  tj   Petra ]]]

beaten-ppl. be-3sg. P.

‘Jovan/He undoubtedly beat Peter’

                                                       
8 I assume the finite verb in (36a/37a) and the participle in (36b/37b) have both moved out of a deep
VP to check relevant features in higher projections.



In (39a), the auxiliary je 'is' has a strong Agr feature, moving across the TP-adjoined adverb (Watanabe

1993) to adjoin to AgrS0. In (39b), the feature is weak and the auxiliary remains adjoined to T0. Note

that in both cases, the participle istukao 'beaten' has moved out of VP to adjoin to T0 in order to check

its strong [aux] feature.

In (39a), the auxiliary excorporates from the participle istukao 'beaten', following Watanabe

(1993)'s modification of Roberts (1991): that is, in (40), when all features of Z0 have been checked, and

Y0 still has a feature [+F] to check through adjunction to X0, then Y0 is able to excorporate from Z0.

(40) X0
[+F]   [ Y

0
[+F]  +  Z0

i  ]   ti

Economy of Derivation prevents Z0 from being 'pied piped', which would result in the participle

istukao appearing with the auxiliary before the TP-adjoined adverb nesumnjivo:

(41) * Jovan je istukao nesumnjivo Petra (S-C)

   J. be-3sg. beaten-ppl. undoubtedly P. (BoLkovi� 1995:247)

If the auxiliary in (39a) was selected with a weak Agr feature, the auxiliary remains in TP. This

derivation crashes at PF on account of a filter that requires the clitic auxiliary to be suffixed to a word

beginning the intonational phrase. The auxiliary therefore has the following subcategorization frame in

the lexicon:

(42)a. #____ (where # indicates an intonational phrase boundary), or

       b. suffix

If the auxiliary in (39b) has strong features and moves overtly to AgrSP to check its feature, it will

again violate (42b) in having no 'host', and crash at PF.

Finally, BoLkovi� stipulates that the [aux] feature on the participles may be checked through

left or right adjunction, in order to account for the optional word orders displayed in Serbo-Croat data

similar to (22) involving a periphrastic tense with two participles.

Again, a number of questions arise: (i) can a feature on a lexical item be optionally strong or

weak in the same language? Clearly, this is a serious weakening of a minimalist checking theory, as

feature-checking becomes as various as the auxiliary positions in the data. That is, we must be sure that

this account does not merely amount to a fresh encoding of the same problems. Further evidence is

essential to show that features can be optionally weak or strong within a language, and that this is the

case for auxiliary verbs in Serbo-Croat (and Bulgarian); (ii) as in �W’s account in section 4.2,

participles crucially have an [aux] feature in BoLkovi�’s account which may be checked through left-

or right-adjunction. Again, independent evidence is lacking, and rightward adjunction alone is clearly



incompatible with Kayne (1994); (iii) note that the inability of the unstressed auxiliary to license a VP

trace in Serbo-Croat in (43), remains a mystery:

(43) *[ <itao knjigu] sam
    read book be-1sg.

           ‘I have read the book’

(Rivero 1991:333)

(iv) finally, it is unclear how this account could deal with Bulgarian (13), (14) and (16d,e) in which an

adjective or the specifier of an adjective appears preceding the auxiliary.

To summarize, in this section, we have discussed three syntactic accounts of so-called 'long

head movement' that each rely on a number of stipulations in coping with the data in section 3:

Rivero/Roberts ‘relativized head movement’:

• the finite [-PAST] of sum ‘be’ is unable to license Tense; finite [+PAST] can;

• the modal šte ‘will’ is an A’ head;

• the participle moves to C0;

�avar & Wilder ‘feature checking in C’:

• C0 has a [finiteness] feature;

• the participle has an [aux] feature;

• the auxiliary has both [finiteness] and [aux] features;

• information about the phonological subcategorization frame of the auxiliary is available in the

syntax;

• phonological requirements of one lexical item motivates early movement of another lexical item;

BoLkovi� ‘feature checking in T0’:

• the participle has an [aux] feature;

• the [aux] feature can be checked through right or left adjunction;

• features can be optionally weak or strong in one language;

In each of these accounts it remains unclear why the auxiliary is unable to license a VP movement

trace, and none is easily extended to include specAP--auxiliary or Adjective--auxiliary word orders.

Considering the distribution of the clitic [-PAST] form sum 'be', we noted in section 3 that it is unable

to appear in S-initial position, but must follow at least one lexical item. Any syntactic account will be

at pains to capture the range of syntactic categories that may appear in front of the auxiliary; in addition

to a complementizer, sentential adverb or topicalized XP (but not VP), the list includes a specifier of an

AP, an A0, and a non-finite V0. This would again suggest that we are dealing here with an essentially

PF phenomenon, hence the reliance on some encoding of the *[clitic-first] filter in each of the above



accounts. However, the auxiliary’s inability to govern a movement trace requires more than a purely

phonological account.

5. A Phonological Insertion Analysis

In this section, I present an analysis that accounts for both the phonological nature of the data

in section 3 and the syntactic fact that the auxiliary sum ‘am’ is unable to licence a movement trace of

VP or AP. In section 5.1, I focus on the [-PAST] form, arguing that in Emonds’ system it constitutes a

late-inserted grammatical formative. In section 5.2, I show that the optional word orders found with

respect to the finite [+PAST] form bjah and the past participle bil follow from their optional insertion

into the syntax.

5.1 Phonological Lexicalization

Following the characterization of closed class grammatical X in Emonds (1985, 1994)

sketched in section 2,  in combination with the Principle of Economy of Derivation in (6), we should

expect to find that the [-PAST] form of the auxiliary sum 'be' is not inserted into the computational

system because it is semantically vacuous, or unspecified for any semantically relevant feature. Any

features for which it is specified have a value indicating a lack of semantic content. It is consequently

inserted late, at PF, to represent inflection features and to avoid any phonological material remaining in

the numeration.

Furthermore, recall that the [-PAST] form of the auxiliary is phonologically marked in two

ways. First, we saw in (11) that the present tense has suppletive morphology - a common (but not

required) characteristic among items inserted at PF (Emonds 1985: chap. 4). In addition, we saw in

(12b) and (19a) that the [-PAST] form cannot appear in sentence-initial position. These two

characteristics must be included in the lexicon in any analysis. In Roberts (1992, 1994) and �W

(1994), for example, the lexical item must carry some entry to indicate that it is a 'clitic', and thus

subject to a phonological filter. In this account, each suppletive form of the [-PAST] has its own entry,

and each such entry includes a Phonological Insertion Context similar to the phonological

subcategorization frame (31) of Zec & Inkelas (1990), though crucially employed in a different way.

Unlike Zec & Inkelas (1990) and �W (1994), I claim that this purely phonological information is not

available to the syntax, and consequently, no transformations relate to it. In other words, we retain a

uni-directional relationship between the syntax and phonology. Nothing occurs in the syntax as a result



of the PIC; it is not a filter on the output of the syntax, but relevant only for Phonological

Lexicalization, a fact which becomes important in the next section.

As a result, the lexical entry for, say, the 1st person singular present form of the auxiliary

should be along the lines of (44).

(44)  sum,  I0,  1st pers. sing.,  -ACTIVITY,  -PAST,  PIC requirement:  [w __ ]w

(where w = phonological word)

In Emonds’ system, the φ-features ‘1st person singular’ are not LF features and hence do not lead to

syntactic insertion; they can be ‘alternatively realised’ and thus allow canonically specified X0 to be ∅

(Emonds 1987).

The empirical effects of this are as follows. Assuming a conjunctive ECP (Rizzi 1990), an

empty category must be both licensed by antecedent government for purposes of interpretation, and

formally licensed by head government. In (18a), repeated here as (45a), only the syntactic features of

the lexical entry in (44) appear in the syntax, having the syntactic representation (45b). I propose that

the absence of the full lexical item means that the VP trace remains unlicensed; that is, syntactic

features alone cannot formally license the trace of movement. If this is along the right lines, we should

also find that an AP is similarly unable to move into a topicalized position. The dubious acceptability

of (15a), repeated here as (45c), confirms this is so.

(45)a. * [VP pro<el knigata]i e ti  

      read-pp. book-the be-3sg.[-PAST]

      b. * [VP pro<el knigata]i [IP[I 3sg. [-PAST] ] ti   ]

      c. ?[Mnogo dovolen]i   sum ti  

   very glad be-1sg.[-PAST]

      d. ?[Mnogo dovolen]i [IP[ I 1sg. [-PAST] ] ti   ]

The surface strings in (a,c) have the underlying syntactic representations in (b,d) respectively. In both

cases, the absence of the lexical item sum is unable to license the trace.

There is independent evidence for the fact that syntactic features alone cannot license a

movement trace. Assuming the English [-PAST] be is similarly late inserted when it is phonologically

reduced, we note that it is also unable to license  the trace of WH-movement in (46a), in contrast to

(46b):

(46)a.    *Wherei  do you think he’s  ti  today?

       b.     Wherei  do you think he is/was  ti  today?

(Zagona 1982)



I assume the full form of the present tense auxiliary in (46b) is stressed, thus contains a [+FOCUS]

feature that is required at LF, causing it to be inserted into the syntax in the same way as the [+PAST]

form. As a result, it is present in the syntax and able to license a movement trace. Significantly, if the

Bulgarian auxiliary  sum is stressed it may appear in sentence-initial position in (47). This follows from

our analysis: if the feature [+FOCUS] appears on the lexical item, this constitutes information required at

LF and hence triggers insertion into the syntax. The Phonological Insertion Context restricting the

auxiliary from S-initial position is relevant only to phonological insertion, hence the auxiliary appears

in I0:

(47) Si li napisal trideset knigi, ili ne si?

be-2sg. Q written thirty books or not be-2sg.

‘Have you written thirty books or not?’

(Hauge 1976; Embick & Izvorski 1995)

Any syntactic analysis that relies on a combination of the term ‘clitic’ in the lexical entry and a *[clitic-

first] filter raises the question of how (47) is possible.

I conclude therefore that syntactic features in the syntax cannot license a movement trace,

whereas the presence of a full lexical item including phonological and semantic information can.

At PF, all lexical items that have not been inserted into the syntax are inserted. This insertion

process takes place bottom-up, cyclically. As each domain is targetted, the syntactic features of lexical

items are matched with features in the tree and inserted, after which the structural information relevant

to the syntax is lost. When I0 is targetted, the remaining lexical item (44) is matched with the features

in I0 and inserted to represent the tense/ φ-features of the head of the clause.

However, to satisfy the Phonological Insertion Context, derivations such as those in (19a)

('long head movement'), (13) and (14), repeated here in (48a-c), require that the auxiliary is inserted

following phonological material. When an IP domain is reached, the PF insertion process is therefore

unable to insert the auxiliary into I0 because no syntactic material such as a complementizer, WH-

element or topicalized constituent precedes I0. The process continues its cycle. On reaching the highest

node in the clause, the remaining lexical item is inserted as ‘last resort’ to avoid a PF crash. An

insertion context can now no longer be determined in terms of syntactic structure because such

syntactic information has been lost during the computational cycle. Insertion must therefore take place

following phonological criteria in order to avoid a PF crash: in Bulgarian, this is following the first

phonological word9.

                                                       
9 Research by Anderson (1993, 1995) suggests that a number of languages employ certain 'anchor
points' in a clause for the realisation of inflectional features, one of which is this second (Wackernagel)
position. Note however that Anderson argues that all lexical insertion is 'late', at a level of
‘morphological form' leading to PF, in which case there is no reason to expect any morpheme to
behave differently from any other. An alternative account of the inability of the auxiliary sum 'be' to
license a VP trace in (45a) is required.



 (48)a. Otgovoril  e na vaprosa im
answered-ppl. be-3sg. to question their

       b. Mnogo sum dovolen
very be-1sg. glad

       c. Dovolen sum
glad be-1sg.

In (48a), the first lexical item is the main verb past participle; in (48b), the specAP mnogo 'very'; and in

(48c), the adjective dovolen 'glad'. There is no special syntactic movement of the participle, adjective or

specAP and hence no need for theoretical additions to the typology of movements or features checked

in the computational system. The so-called 'long head movement' of the participle in (48a) is thus only

one instance of a Phonological Insertion Context included in the lexical entry in (44).

Halpern (1995) has independently arrived at a similar account of this word order by means of

‘Prosodic Inversion’, whereby the auxiliary and following word are inverted in the phonology. This

strongly supports the idea that the word order in (48) is determined along phonological lines. Embick &

Izvorski (1995) and King (1996) have similarly adopted the notion of a phonological move-α to

account for (48a). However, a phonological insertion analysis allows us to capture both the

phonological and syntactic idiosyncrasies of the auxiliary within a framework that has independent

motivation, thus providing greater explanatory adequacy. Both the inability of the auxiliary to license a

VP movement trace and its idiosyncratic behaviour in following a V0, specAP or A0 follow from the

semantically null status of the auxiliary’s lexical entry. The suppletive morphology and phonological

idiosyncrasy of being barred from S-initial position ought to be associated with a PF phenomenon,

hence distinguishing this lexical item from others which appear in the syntax. I maintain that precisely

these two properties result from the Phonological Lexicalization of the auxiliary.

In contrast, Halpern’s ‘Prosodic Inversion’ theory as it stands is unable to predict which

syntactic categories will undergo inversion, or why or how some lexical items optionally undergo

inversion. This, combined with the lack of any explanation of why these auxiliaries are unable to

license a movement trace, suggests that ‘Prosodic Inversion’ is ultimately a description of certain

prosodic facts. It constitutes, therefore, supporting evidence for the theory of Phonological

Lexicalization proposed here.

5.2 Optional insertion contexts

According to Emonds (1995b), it is the optional insertion of Italian restructuring verbs into D-

structure or PF that accounts for the structural variation discussed in Rizzi (1978). The optionality

derives from the lexical entries for restructuring verbs, which form a second class of grammatical X

that have some features required at LF. In the table in (8), this is represented by those lexical items



which have the syntactic feature F2 in their lexical entry. In Emonds (1995b), PF insertion of a

grammatical verb is compatible with LF use. But it seems more likely that grammatical verbs used in

LF are inserted into the syntax, but not at the beginning of the computation, i.e.at S-structure. This is

the view I maintain here. Crucially, this allows three levels of lexical insertion: at D-structure, S-

structure and PF.

I propose that the feature valence [+PAST] is an F2, and hence required at LF. In other words,

the [-PAST] value is the default or unmarked setting, and the [+PAST] is the marked value. This results

in the [-PAST] form being unnecessary in the syntax, as we saw in the preceding section. In contrast,

the finite [+PAST] bjah 'was' may optionally be inserted at S-structure or at PF. In other words, the

Economy Principle (6) is neutralized when Tense is specified as [+PAST]. Note that the feature

[+PAST] is in I0 throughout the derivation for LF interpretation. What becomes optional is the presence

of the lexical item. The lexical entry for bjah is along the lines of (45):

(49)  bjah,  I0,  -ACTIVITY,  +PAST,  PIC requirement: [w __ ]w

The + value for the feature [PAST] allows (49) to be inserted either into the syntax or at PF. If inserted

into the syntax, bjah appears in I0 in the same way as lexical verbs with semantic content. The resulting

word order is (16a,b & 21a), repeated here as (50a-c). In contrast to the [-PAST] form, bjah is able to

appear in S-initial position in (50b,c):

(50)a. Az bjah mnogo dovolen
I be-1sg.[+PAST] very glad
'I was very glad'

      b. Bjah dovolen

      c. Bjah pro<el knigata
be-1sg.+PAST read-pp. book-the
'I had read the book'

As mentioned in the previous section, the PIC is not a filter on the output of the syntax, hence (50b,c)

are not ruled out at the PF interface.

The doubtful acceptability of (16f)/(21c) where VP and AP have been fronted across the

auxiliary suggest that the [+PAST] form is in fact inserted at S-structure, and hence also unable to

license a movement trace in the same way as the [-PAST] form. We have established S-structure as the

level of insertion for Italian restructuring verbs, and I assume the same for the [+PAST] form of the

Bulgarian auxiliary.

However, the [+PAST] form may optionally be inserted at PF like the [-PAST] form, in which

case the PIC included in (49) is interpretable. The [+PAST] auxiliary can now only be inserted into a

context where phonological material precedes I0 in the same way as the [-PAST] form in the previous



section. In many constructions where material precedes I0, the two derivations result in identical PF

strings, such as in (50a). However, (50b,c) cannot result from a derivation that includes the

Phonological Lexicalization of the auxiliary: both constructions would result in a violation of the PIC.

The auxiliary is inserted following the first phonological word in the same way as the [-PAST] form in

the previous section. In (51a), the first phonological word is the adjective dovolen 'glad', in (51b), the

past participle procel 'read':

(51)a. Dovolen bjah

       b. Pro<el bjah knigata
read-pp. be-1sg.+PAST book-the

In this way, the optional word orders with respect to the [+PAST] form follow not from optionality of

movement in the syntax, which is problematic in a feature-checking system in any case, but from

optionality of lexical insertion, derived from the LF interpretability of [+PAST].

Finally, consider the optional variations displayed in (22), here (51).

(52)a. Petur e bil pro<el knigata
P. be-3sg. be-pp. read-pp. book-the

      b. Pro<el e bil knigata
read-pp. be-3sg. be-pp. book-the

      c. Bil e pro<el knigata
be-pp. be-3sg. read-pp. book-the
'(According to someone) he had read the book'

       d. *Pro<el bil e knigata

The auxiliary past participle bil ‘been’ is morphologically related to the [+PAST] finite form, as we

saw in (11), and is similarly able to appear in S-initial position in (52c). It is reasonable to assume

therefore that it too has a syntactic feature F2 that is required at LF - it is not a default setting for any

syntactic position. Hence, the same optionality of insertion context is available for the auxiliary

participle as for the finite [+PAST] form.

It is well established that the entire clitic cluster in Bulgarian has a fixed order of morphemes

(Hauge 1976, Ewen 1979). Let us assume that when inserted at PF, the participle bil is inserted with the

[-PAST] finite sum in the fixed order auxiliary--participle, as part of the late inserted clitic cluster.

The facts in (52) now follow. The  finite [-PAST] e 'is' is inserted at PF, as in section 5.1. The

participle bil 'been' may be inserted into the syntax or at PF. If the latter, then it is inserted along with

the finite auxiliary as part of the clitic cluster. The two derivations remain undifferentiated in their PF

strings. In (52b,c), however, the construction is pro-drop, and hence there is no phonological material

preceding I0, thereby allowing us the opportunity to distinguish between the two derivations. In (52b),

the participle is inserted  at PF along  with the finite auxiliary  as part of the clitic cluster.  The  PIC



forces insertion following the first phonological word procel 'read'. In (52c), the participle is inserted

into the syntax as a lexical past participle. The PIC is therefore irrelevant, and the participle can appear

in S-initial position. The finite auxiliary alone is inserted late, following the first phonological word,

and hence in (52

c) follows bil 'been'.

To summarize, in this section we have accounted for the data presented in section 3 by

differentiating between the present finite forms of the auxiliary sum 'be' on the one hand, and the finite

and non-finite [+PAST] bjah, bil. The finite present tense form is an example of a PF inserted closed

class item in Emonds' system, with the addition of a Phonological Insertion Context included in its

lexical entry. It is not inserted into the computational system on account of the Economy of Derivation

(6), whereby it is 'cheaper' to insert lexical items later, at PF. As a result, a topicalized VP trace in the

syntax remains formally unlicensed, in the same way that a WH-trace cannot be licensed in English by

the phonologically reduced auxiliary be. When the auxiliary is inserted at PF, the PIC forces it to be

inserted following the first phonological word if no other phonological material precedes I0.

Phonological Lexicalization therefore takes place in two stages: firstly, late inserted items are matched

with syntactic positions and inserted from the bottom up, cyclically. A PIC requirement may block

such insertion, in which case the lexical item is inserted according to purely phonological information

within the clause.

In contrast, the finite past tense of the auxiliary bjah 'was' and past participle bil 'been' do not

have all features specified for semantically null valences: the [+PAST] is required at LF, and hence

nullifies Economy of Derivation (6), allowing the lexical item to be inserted either into the syntax or at

PF. This variation leads to two different derivations which are generally vacuous in terms of the

phonological string. However, on account of the PIC, we are able to tease apart the two derivations

when I0 is not preceded by any phonological material. In cases where bjah and bil are inserted at PF,

they behave in the same way as the obligatorily late inserted sum.
Finally, a question arises as to how pronominal clitics are characterized within this system,

given that such grammatical morphemes appear alongside the auxiliary in a ‘clitic cluster’, such as in

(53).

(53)a. Az  sum      mu         go          kazal
          I    be-1sg. 3sg.Dat. 3sg.Acc. said-ppl.

       b. Kazal sum  mu go

         ‘I told him it’

In (a), the pronominal clitics mu ‘to him’ and go ‘it’ are, together with the auxiliary, proclitic on the

topicalized subject pronoun Az ‘I’. In the ‘long head movement’ context in (b), the pronominal clitics

appear with the auxiliary following the past participle.



Emonds (1997) argues that Romance pronominal clitics are one instance of an ‘Alternative

Realization’ mechanism whereby a closed class feature may be phonologically null in its canonical

position if alternatively realized on a sister node at PF. In forthcoming work, I pursue a similar analysis

for South Slavic: pronominal clitics are closed class items subject to Phonological Lexicalization. At

PF, they appear on I0 as alternative realizations of (possibly null) argument XP inside VP. Discussion

of the exact structural relation that pertains between the pronominal clitic and the argument XP is

outside the scope of this article; of relevance here is that the clitic cluster as a whole is inserted

uniformly at PF. Minor dialectal word order variations within the clitic cluster are therefore PF

phenomena. In the absence of any non-stipulative syntactic analysis of word order within the clitic

cluster, I assume a word order template for the clitic cluster such as in Perlmutter (1971).

6. Conclusion

I have argued in this paper that the familiar data termed 'long head movement' in Bulgarian

can best be accounted for through a system of differing insertion contexts for the past and present

forms of the auxiliary sum 'be', with the levels of insertion determined by the theory of lexical entries in

Emonds (1985). We are therefore able to move a considerable amount of syntactic variation out of the

computational system, and into the arena of lexical insertion, in itself derived from the lexicon. Given

that the lexicon and the phonological component are already the locus of cross-linguistic idiosyncrasy,

this seems a worthwhile exercise, allowing us to retain the notion of a 'perfect' computational system in

the sense of Chomsky (1995). In particular, the optional word orders we have seen displayed with

respect to the finite [+PAST] auxiliary and the participle is derived ultimately from lexical entries; the

lack of semantic features, which in Emonds’ system allows for Phonological Lexicalization, and the

Phonological Insertion Context requirement (PIC), some version of which is required in any competing

account. This account subsumes the empirical effects arrived at through ‘prosodic inversion’ (Halpern

1995, Embick & Izvorski 1995, King 1996) within a broader framework that is able to account for both

the phonological and syntactic idiosyncrasies of the auxiliary.

In terms of the theory of lexicalization used here, I have developed Emonds’ (1985) theory in

two ways. I have proposed that the [+PAST] specification is a syntactic feature that is required at LF,

and hence is not the default setting for any syntactic position. It therefore triggers optional insertion

into the syntax. I have proposed this occurs at S-structure, the point at which Italian restructuring verbs

are also inserted. If syntactic insertion has not taken place, Phonological Lexicalization is automatic.

Secondly, I have developed the notion of Phonological Lexicalization to include a two-step procedure;

insertion into a syntactic position, and insertion according to phonological criteria, the latter being a

‘last resort’ insertion into positions in the phonological phrase defined by Anderson (1992, 1993) along

the lines of Klavans (1982). In Bulgarian, this is following the first phonological word. Given the



nature of ‘Phonological’ Lexicalization, it seems natural that this process should be related to language-

specific phonological idiosyncrasies.
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